
  

Why study film?

Is it not just about:

 Light form of entertainment?

 Plots & characters?

 A show: celebrities, festivals, reviewers?



  

Film is also about:

 Source of stories for personal and collective
− Narratives & myths
− Socio-cultural impact

 Part of world politics & policy
− National cinemas: myths & ideologies
− Economic impact, technology aspects

 Aesthetic formation
− Film as language, complex grammar
− Form, content, textuality



  

Film and 
Cinema

History Categories & genres 
Industry

Production aspects 
(from script-writing 
to distribution)

Reception 
aspects

Sociological aspects

Art form
(vs. consumption 
product)

Political context
(ideology)

Film as Text

Literary associations
Semiotics

Psychoanalysis & 
phenomenology

Co-text
(festivals, events, 
critique)

Historical 
document



  

Evolution of visual culture

 Drawing on cave walls 

 Painting tradition , realism, naturalism 
impressionism, cubism, etc.
− Debate on relationship betw image & reality
− Ancient philosophers:

 Plato  'mimesis' pale copy of reality(thus inferior)
 Aristotle  copy though feeble requires craftsmanship

 Film = moving image = evolution of 
photographic image (cf Daguerre, Niepce)



  

Beginnings of film

 Pioneers: Muybridge, Edison, Marey, Lumiere 
Bros

− Muybridge/Edison/Marey = human & animal 
movement

− Lumiere publicly showed film in 1895 (workers 
leaving factory)

− Meliès--> used tricks in films (1896)



  

Zoetrope



  

Kinetoscope  Edison (1891) 

Single viewer machine & 35 mm film



  Vitascope



  

Cinematographe  Lumière Bros 

1st  paying audience at the Grand Cafe (Paris, 28 Dec 1895)

− Apparatus same for shooting, processing  & projection
− Multiple viewers
− 18 frames per sec (today 24 fps)

La sortie des usines Lumière, L’arrivée du train en gare de la Ciotat…



  



  



  

Beginnings of film

 Edison --> Hollywood studio system 
− division of labour 
− Hollywood narrative style (character and action)

 Lumiere Bros --> documentary filmmaking

 Melies--> fantasy cinema, science fiction, 
wondrous voyages (integrated into Hollywood)

(A Trip to the Moon, 1942)



  

History of film

 Sound
− Pit orchestra, gramophone, operator sound 

effects…
− 1st internationally successful 1927: 'The Jazz 

Singer’ with Vitaphone system (Warner)
− Subsequently  Dolby, DTS

 Colour
− Kinemacolor system 1906 
− Technicolor movies



  
Battleship Potemkin, Eisenstein, 1925



  



  



  

Hollywood system

 'Reality' (in the Hollywood system) is a product 
manufactured in the studio, and economy 
means not only the calculation of profit and loss 
but the entire circulation of imagination, 
prodcution, distribution, and exhibition, each 
calculated to create the maximum return of 
emotion and grosses at the box office.

Film, Form and Culture

Robert Kolker



  

Cinema forms

 Dominant: commercial narrative of Hollywood
− Same recipes, 'Just like..., only different'

 World cinemas
− Bollywood
− European
− Asian
− African

 Experimental cinema



  

Film genres

 Conventions of genre = complex contractual 
events betw film maker and viewer -> 
expectations on:

− Kinds of stories
− Kinds of characters and settings
− Particular styles and cinematic elements

 Some genres fade or die --> epic genre, 
westerns



  

Early history of cinema

 Attraction to slapstick comedies (physical 
interaction of human body with objects, others 
and world)

 Silent era: 1895 – 1927
 Two styles / cinematic worlds: Keaton / Chaplin

− Buster Keaton (outdoor shooting, mise en scene in 
generous space) Steamboat Bill Jr, 1928

− Charlie Chaplin (studio shooting, mise en scene 
reduced often to himself) Modern Times, 1936 



  

Buster Keaton

Charlie Chaplin



  

Hollywood studio system

 Self-contained filmmaking factories with sets of 
employees:

− writers, directors, actors, set decorators, 
electricians, etc.

 Economy of the visible--> organised, 
rationalised, commodity-driven form of 
production, studio hierarchy

 Reliance on audience's alleged willingness to 
view products



  

Hollywood studio system(1920-40)

 Hollywood studio boss + financial officers in 
New York

 They chose stars and stories (books, plays, 
scripts) to give to producers

 Producers assigned writers, director & crew
 Use of storyboards, sets, etc. 
 = All execute a plan in precise, piecemeal 

fashion to avoid mistakes, manage time and 
control costs



  DW Griffith


